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INTRODUCTION

cause of the memory and bandwidth limitations of individual nodes, the state stored by each of them must
scale gracefully with the network size. To enable predicting the network lifetime and provisioning and conserving the battery power accordingly, the protocol
must ensure predictable or well-defined maintenance
traffic. Yet, the maintenance must guarantee adaptability to continuous network dynamics. For practical reasons, nodes should be able to build and maintain the
organization in many heterogeneous settings, ranging
from "planar" regions (e.g., parking lots), to "volumetric" deployments (e.g., interiors of multi-story buildings). To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing solutions meets all of the above goals.

Many existing and novel wireless sensor network
(WSN) applications require large numbers of sensor
nodes operating over long periods of time. The effort involved in the deployment and durable maintenance of such networks can be reduced if nodes autonomously organize themselves into a required logical
network structure.
A typical way of self-organizing the network in the
first-generation WSN applications was having nodes
build and maintain a tree rooted at a base station. To
ensure scalability, however, a rapidly growing number of compelling WSN applications employs a different network structure: a recursive geometric organization. Examples of such applications include innetwork storage [2], reactive tasking [3] (based on local observations, sensor nodes trigger actuator nodes),
object tracking [4], network health monitoring [5],
and various query engines, like multi-dimensional
range queries [6], spatial range queries [7], or multiresolution queries [8].
Recursive geometric network organization exploits
node proximity and connectivity. It provides scalable
recursive naming of network areas, that is, we can name
a network area, the subareas of this area, and so forth.
Moreover, the structure enables routing between any of
such areas or between any pair of nodes.
Devising a protocol in which nodes autonomously
build and maintain such an organization poses a number of challenges. The combination of a possibly large
network size and a very short radio range of sensor
nodes leads to high-diameter multi-hop topologies. Be*Further information can be found in
cal report [1], available online.
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2 OUR APPROACH
Our protocol, dubbed PL-Gossip [1], enables nodes
to self-organize into a practical instance of a recursive geometric network structure, known as an area hierarchy [9]. The essential idea is that the nodes autonomously group themselves into sets based on their
connectivity. The groups correspond to network areas and form a multi-level hierarchy (see Fig. 1) that
provides an addressing scheme and enables efficient
routing and multicasting. The membership of a node
in the hierarchy is reflected by the label of this node,
which also constitutes the node's routing address. This
scheme requires only O(lgN) state per node and works
equally well in both planar and volumetric multi-hop

deployments.

To ensure predictable traffic and at the same time
to enable adapting the group hierarchy to changes in
the node population and connectivity, the protocol em-

accompanying techni-
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Moreover, this approach allowed us to prove analytically that the protocol ensures consistency and convergence of the hierarchy after arbitrary changes in the
node population or connectivity [1].

3 EVALUATION

Fig. 1: An example of a group hierarchy with the
responding nodes' labels.

We evaluated PL-Gossip using our own packet-level
event-driven simulator. We conducted experiments
with varying network sizes, densities, message loss
rates, and node arrival and departure schemes [1]. The
experimental results verified that a node's state, as
maintained by the protocol (i.e., the label and the routing table), grows logarithmically with the network size,
which ensures scalability and small bandwidth requirements. In addition, the hierarchical network organization offers efficient routing: the average hop stretch
does not exceed 25%. Moreover, the hierarchy is
quickly bootstrapped or restored, also under significant
node population changes, which minimizes disruptions
caused to the applications. Finally, the experiments
confirmed what we proved analytically, that is, the protocol recovers the network from any massive node failure or network partitioning, even when such incidents
happen continuously and concurrently.
We have also implemented PL-Gossip in TinyOS.
The implementation is subject to real-world tests while
at the same time being integrated into a large-scale realworld system.

cor-

ploys periodic gossiping. From a node's perspective,
the time is divided into rounds. In every round, each
node broadcasts a single beacon message and receives
similar messages from neighboring nodes. A beacon
contains the label and the routing table of the sender
(plus some necessary consistency information). Such
a simple, well-defined traffic pattern, which is a distinguishing feature of PL-Gossip, provides two important properties. First, it allows for precise scheduling
of radio activity periods by the nodes. This is crucial
for power provisioning as a sensor node with an active radio consumes several orders of magnitude more
battery power than a node having its radio off. Second, gossiping makes the protocol extremely robust
against massive node failures, network partitions, etc.
The group hierarchy is restored even when a number of
such events occurs concurrently.
This gossip-based traffic pattern, however, requires
the nodes to build and maintain the group hierarchy using only their local information and the information received in the beacon messages of their neighbors (in
particular, no messages are forwarded). PL-Gossip
copes with this stringent limitation by defining special
constraints on the hierarchy, as formalized below.
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Property 1. Level 0 groups correspond to individual nodes.
Property 2. There exists a single, level Hf group that contains
all nodes.
Property 3. Level i +1 groups (where 0 < i < Hf) are composed
out of level i groups, such that each level i group is in exactly
one level i + 1 group.
Property 4. Each level i + 1 group (where 0 < i < Hf) contains a
subgroup which is adjacent to all other subgroups of this group.

These unique constraints and their corollaries [1]
constitute invariants of the group hierarchy. Efficient
maintainance of these invariants is possible even with
such a simple traffic pattern as the periodic gossiping.
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